STERLING

contemporar y range
Architectural door hardware for style and quality

functions

COLOURS
52mm*

CP
Chrome Plated
GP
Gold Plated
SC
Satin Chrome

10mm

privacy - BK*

N73

style - lever

passage - PS*

N78

SERIES 7

[Small Rose: 52mm]

*cut out hole
is 35mm

*All privacy and passage
handles are reversible
[to suit left or right hand]

N79

dummy - DK

Please note that measurements depicted on this brochure are not
to scale and we cannot guarantee colour accuracy due to the
printing process - this brochure serves as a guide only.

The contemporary door range consists of beautifully designed and crafted handle levers. All the handles have concealed fittings which
give them a classical clean look. The handles come in a number of different functions with a variety of colours to suit your taste and décor.
For matching entrance and combination locks to suit the above Series 7 style only, please refer to Series 8.

COLOURS
65mm*

CP
Chrome Plated
GP
Gold Plated

*cut out hole
is 54mm

SC
Satin Chrome

entrance - ET
10mm

style - lever

SERIES 8

dummy - DK

WARRANTY All Sterling architectural door hardware comes with a 12 month warranty on the
mechanism against manufacturing defects from date of purchase. This warranty is void if the
products are not properly installed or subject to abnormal use. Sterling architectural door
hardware’s liability is limited to replacement of the product and is not responsible for any
incidental or consequential costs.
Available from:

combination - CBN
(entrance with a deadbolt)

Distributed by New Horizon Australia Pty Ltd ABN 81 061 776 458

passage - PS

N88

N83

privacy - BK

N89

To transform old doors into a new modern look, Series 8 handles are ideally suited for the renovator.
With the large rose, you have great coverage when concealing existing predrilled holes.

[Large Rose: 65mm]
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